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SexPolitics: Reports from the Front Lines is a comparative study of the politics of sexuality,
sexual health and sexual rights in eight countries and two global institutions.
The work contained in SexPolitics has been developed under the auspices of Sexuality Policy
Watch (SPW), a global forum composed of researchers and activists from a wide range of
countries and regions of the world. Inspired by local and international initiatives, the SPW’s
mandate is twofold: to contribute to sexuality-related global policy debates through strategic
policy-oriented research and analysis projects, and to promote more effective linkages between local, regional and global initiatives.
Over the past few decades, sexuality has become the focal point for political controversy
and a key domain for social change. Issues such as protecting sexual freedoms and enhancing access to resources that promote sexual health are among the SPW’s central concerns.
The documents that are included in SexPolitics are based on research that has been carried
out between 2004 and 2007 on sexuality and politics in Brazil, Egypt, India, Peru, Poland,
South Africa, Turkey, Vietnam, the United Nations and the World Bank. These case studies
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are framed, at the outset, by an introductory chapter on sexual rights policies across countries and cultures that seeks to describe some of the conceptual architecture as well as the
collaborative process that was used in developing these studies, and at the end, by a crosscutting analysis of the local and global politics of sex and reproduction that seeks to offer a
preliminary analysis of at least some of the issues that emerge from a comparative reading of
the diverse case studies included in this work.
Making these studies available to the general public is a key step toward sharing the wealth
of knowledge generated by these analyses of sexuality and politics. Sexuality Policy Watch
is releasing these ﬁndings in the format of an e-book in the hope of making them freely
available to the widest possible range of concerned readers and audiences – and with the
clear acknowledgment of the fact that the conditions prevailing with respect to sexuality and
politics in the world and in the national settings described in this study are not just shifting
rapidly but are also often threatening important gains in sexual and reproductive rights made
in the last two decades. We hope that the information collected about major forces at play in
the various sites investigated in this research, as well as the lessons learned from the experiences examined, may provide useful tools of analysis and inspiration for persons involved in
sexual politics in many quarters of the world.
In launching this work, we wish to express our deep gratitude to the various authors who
have contributed their analyses: to Richard Parker, Rosalind Petchesky, and Robert Sember,
(for overall editing of SexPolitics), Rosalind Petchesky (for the introduction), Adriana R. B.
Vianna and Sérgio Carrara (Brazil), Hossam Bahgat and Aﬁﬁ Wesal (Egypt), Radhika Ramasubban (India), Carlos Cáceres, Marcos Cueto, and Nancy Palomino (Peru), Wanda Nowicka (Poland), Belinda Beresford, Helen Schneider and Robert Sember (South Africa), Pinar Ilkkaracan (Turkey), Le Minh Giang and Nguyen Thi Mai Huong (Vietnam), Françoise
Girard (the United Nations), Kenneth de Camargo, Jr. and Ruben Mattos (the World Bank),
and Constance A. Nathanson, Robert Sember and Richard Parker (for the cross-cutting
analysis). We also want to thank all the activists and researchers who participated in the
meeting organized in New York, in March 2004, to initially discusss the research scope and
frame, as well as in the seminar held in Toronto, in August 2006, to share the preliminary
research ﬁndings.
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We also wish to acknowledge the support of the Ford Foundation for this research and for
the support that it has provided for SPW’s work more broadly since 2002. Additional support
from the Open Society Institute made possible the case studies on Egypt and Poland. We
would also like to thank CLAM, the Latin American Center on Sexuality and Human Rights,
for helping to support the case study on Brazil.
Staff members from the SPW Secretariats at Columbia University in New York City and at
ABIA in Rio de Janeiro were instrumental to making this work possible. We particularly wish
to thank Robert Sember, Miguel Muñoz-Laboy, Mayra Pabon, Vagner de Almeida, Jonathan
Garcia and Maria Dulce F. Natividad from Columbia University, and Magaly Pazello and
Angela Collet from ABIA. Gloria Careaga, ‘Nike O. Esiet, Maria Luiza Heilborn and Gilbert
Herdt from the SPW Steering Committee and Advisory Group also provided invaluable advice and support.
Special thanks are due to Joan Ross Frankson and Maria Dulce F. Natividad for their exceptionally careful, detailed, and good-humored work in copy editing all of the texts. Without
them, we never would have completed this work.
Finally, we wish to thank Luis Henrique Nascimento and Ana Carolina Soares (Metara
Comunicação) for developing the graphic design for this e-book.
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